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30 Swear Words, foul names, and dirty words to color on creative background designs â€¢ Relax

while you color words like F***, S***, W*****, D****BAG â€¢ Some designs are simple while others

are detailed and wondrous and whatever â€¢ Had a hard day at the office? Broke up with your

lover? Hate your family and wish theyâ€™d move to a developing country? This is the perfect book

to help calm your eternal rage! â€¢ Perfect for your color pencils, pens, markers, tears, and crayons

â€¢ Millions of adults are coloring pictures of animals and flowers and crap - but youâ€™re better

than that. Why color in a stupid butterfly when you can spread some colorful joy all over words like

**** and ****** ******?! â€¢ Buy one today and get started!
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Hilarious book with tons of detailed designs on good quality paper. The words took up most of the

page with the variety of designs. My friends and I cut the pages out and colored swearwords I

obviously can't write here lol. Nothing was too offensive (nothing racist or things I've seen in other

books) but it was perfectly crude for a bunch of guys and girls who might otherwise think coloring

was lame. This book was anything but boring and I for sure recommend this one!

Love, love,love this.....It's so funny it seriously calms me down when I'm mad.I can sit right next to

the hubby & passive aggressively color lol.The pages are heavy weight & nothing bled through to

the next page when I used markers & I'm pretty heavy handed.These are only one image per page,

not the front & back like some of the other ones I've seen, I really like that.It's just fun, making these



crude words pretty!I'll include some pictures of the tamer words & the ones I started when I was

angry lol.

I bought this coloring book because, well, sometimes there's a lot of things I want to say after a

crappy day and when I color in this book it just feels great!! Haha...It's more entertainment than

anything but it's a pretty fun book.

This was the second Swear Word coloring book that I purchased. I have found that coloring as an

adult is extremely cathartic and relaxing. When I discovered Swear Word coloring books, an entire

new world of therapy opened. I have found that taking a, how should I say this, "naughty" word and

taking time to color the page really helps me sort things out in my head. I have often thought of a

particular person or situation when I color in my Swear Word books and I feel insanely better when I

finish my creation. I think coloring has helped me find a way to slow down during my busy life and

think things through. While I do enjoy this book, it is not one of my favorites. The pages are not a

standard 8x11 as many books are, the pages are square and on most of the pictures are heavily

outlined and bold. The paper it is printed on is of good quality and most designs are simple enough

that you can color one quite quickly. There are not any intricate designs which different people will

either appreciate or hate. I appreciate it when I don't have a ton of time to color but on the other

hand, I don't spend as much time coloring without the intricate designs. If you are new to adult

Swear Word coloring, this is definitely a good place to start. The book is inexpensive and has simple

designs to work through. I have enjoyed it, I am always careful when little eyes are around,

especially since the older little one is reading now.

The designs in this book are very geometric. I was hoping for a variation in art, but a lot of them look

similar to me. The words are pretty funny and gave me a little chuckle, though. It will keep me busy

while traveling, so that's all that matters.

LOVE this coloring book!!!! Lots of words I seem to use, now in color! Clear letters and nice designs.

Get lost and relax whIle coloring.I have been given the opportunity to test this product for my honest

opinion.

LMAO What a great coloring book! You can't help but laugh as you're coloring words that when you

were a kid you got your mouth washed out with soap! So much fun coloring the shapes they made



these words so interesting.

I'm a crafty, artsy type by nature and love adult coloring books. They offer my brain creative outlet

without having to be working on a "project". This swear word coloring book, and others like it are

perfect for the cynical, twisted, slightly sick minded creative types. There's something weirdly

satisfying about making the work CRAP look colorful and "fridge worthy". I have hung some inside

closet doors....where they continue to get an unexpected grin out of me and other's in my

household. And I have given some to family and friends....some of whom LOVE them, and some

who don't know QUITE what to think....but that's kind of the point. :) It's definitely a "Know Your

Audience" thing to give someone. The boss or the kid's teacher....well, like I said....hope you either

mean what it reads, or you know their sense of humor well. GREAT therapy for a s*** as&, f-ed up

mood.
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